































In this study, for the purpose of improving the prediction technique of cracking with 
volume change of concrete structures, it is to develop the system which can simulate 
thermal stress in the laboratory while the system which conveniently evaluates the 
thermal and mechanical properties of concrete in the construction site is developed. 
In this study, for the behavior of shrinkage of concrete at the early age, it was carried 
out to compare the data measured in the existing structures with experimental results 
using the thermal stress testing machine (TSTM) in which it is possible to simulate the 
behavior of thermal stress of existing structures in the laboratory. Specifically, it was 
carried out to compare the results of measurement by the existing structure with the 
thermal and mechanical properties of concrete in which it is possible to evaluate by 
this equipment such as the thermal expansion coefficient, Young’s modulus, strain and 
stress in concrete using the mix proportion which is equivalent to the existing 
structure of the measurement. The investigations were carried out for three 
construction sites. As the results of the experiments, it was confirmed that it was 
possible to comparatively reproduce the stress in the concrete at the good accuracy by 
using the TSTM. By comparing the direct tension strength with experimental results, 
it was possible to acquire the useful data in which it was possible to evaluate the 
cracking using the direct tension strength.  
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ケースの最小ひび割れ指数を図 4 に示す。 
 
 
図 2 割裂引張強度と直接引張強度の関係 
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